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Finally, an educational guide for all students, young and old, that put it all together in a step-by-step

process for the real world. Moving from Ordinary to Extraordinary: The Teen's Guide to High School

Success is a must read for all middle and high school students as well as their parents. Dr. Artis has

uncovered Extraordinary tips that allowed her to receive over $100,000 in scholarships and

acceptance to every college she applied to as a high school senior. Being an Extraordinaire is a

Four-D undertaking. It requires dedication, discipline, determination, and depending on your family,

friends, teachers, and mentors! This book provides straightforward approaches to tackle the

Four-Ds and to prepare ordinary students for Extraordinary high school success. The information in

this book answers the questions of how to set goals and accomplish them in a competitive society

and how to position yourself to be that Extraordinary person that will make you stand out among

ordinary students in front of employers, college admissions representatives, and scholarship

committees.
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Dr. Sharnnia Artis' Foundation for Extraordinaire was established in high school, where she

graduated with a 4.2 GPA and received over $100,000 in scholarships. She attended Virginia Tech

where she earned three degrees in Industrial and Systems Engineering. Dr. Artis is an engineer

living in Boston, Massachusetts.

The Teen's Guide to High School Success written by Dr. Sharnnia Artis, is an excellent resource



guide for any teenager preparing for college. Dr. Artis captures her audience by sharing her intimate

experiences on her journey through high school to college. By utilizing the strategies and resources

outlined in this book, teenagers will able to finish high school at the top of their class, have an

abundance of scholarship funds, attend the University of their choice and lastly, graduate debt free.

The Teen's Guide to High School Success accomplishes its goal by providing a vivid time line of

action items to guide students on a path of achievement, starting with the first year of high school

continuing through graduation day. This book not only motivates teens to complete high school, but

illustrates how to graduate focused and prepared for success at the next level.

Moving from Ordinary to Extraordinary is an empowering read! Dr. Artis does an excellent job

providing young readers with the tools to help them be successful in their educational pursuits. This

is a must have for teens transitioning from middle school into high school and beyond. Dr. Artis has

provided a natural balance between methods and personal stories from her own journey.An added

benefit is that the themes and methods, taught by Dr. Artis, are useful for adult readers as well. I

found myself not only being motivated, but empowered to be more organized about the goals that I

pursue. I've already started to recommend this book to parents, educators and students. This is an

excellent resource to help prepare students for college as well as other areas of life.Allen Paul

Weaver IIIAuthor, Transition: Breaking Through the Barriers[...]

This is an awesome resource for any parent, aunt, uncle, niece, nephew, grandparent and anyone

who wants to help a child get into college. Not only does the author discuss scholarship

opportunities, Dr. Artis also provides step by step instructions for students from 9th-12th grade. The

author discusses the importance of maintaining good grades, developing study skills and using

school guidance counselors as a resource (for information on college tours and

scholarships).Getting ready for college is a process that cannot be taken lightly. Stop what you're

doing and order this book for yourself, your family, your friends, your churchmembers and keep an

extra copy on hand just in case you think of someone else who needs help preparing for college!!

If there was ever a resource worth pushing for young people that desire information about how to

become high achievers, this is it. From my experience, what holds back many students from

reaching their full potential is a lack of practical information about the steps to take in order to get

there. Dr. Artis manages to provide lessons that many individuals that end up being successful must

learn along their journey. This book is great for those that are well on their way to achieving their



dreams and is a must have for those that need that extra push to be all they can be. I highly

recommend it

I really recommend this book for teens.This book is excellent for teens who are preparing for high

school and are in high school.It gives them the knowledge they to know to be sucessful. It also

prepares them for college and how to get scholarships. I really appreciate Dr. Artis putting this book

out it is a great tool for our childrens future.
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